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The originalWhat Not to Wearfrom one of fashion'smost enduringlystylish women ...Written by
French style guru Madame Genevieve Antoine Dariaux, Elegance is a classic style bible for
timeless chic, grace, and poise -- every tidbit of advice today's woman could possibly need, all
at the tips of her (perfectly manicured) fingers.From Accessories to Zippers, Madame Dariaux
imparts her pearls of wisdom on all things fashion-related -- and also offers advice on other
crucial areas in life from shopping with girlfriends (don't) to marriage and sex.

About the AuthorMadame Genevieve Antoine Dariaux spent most of her life in Paris, and now
lives in the south of France. Even as a child she preferred to accompany her mother to the
dressmaker's rather than go to the movies. Her talent for design and making costume jewelry led
her to open her own fashion house, and her success eventually took her to Nina Ricci, where
she was the directrice for many years.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.A
Guide to EleganceFor Every Woman Who Wants to Be Well and Properly Dressed on All
OccasionsBy Dariaux, Geneviere AntonineWilliam Morrow & CompanyAACCESSORIESThe
accessories worn with an outfit -- gloves, hat,shoes, and handbag -- are among the most
importantelements of an elegant appearance. A modest dress orsuit can triple its face value
when it is worn with anelegant hat, bag, gloves, and shoes, while a designer'soriginal can lose
much of its prestige if its accessorieshave been carelessly selected.Very often a woman buys a
coat or suit withoutrealizing that its price will be doubled if, in order toaccessorize it correctly, she
must buy an entire newset in a colour that does not already figure in herwardrobe.It is
indispensable to own a complete set ofaccessories in black and, if possible, another in
brown,plus a pair of beige shoes and a beige straw handbagfor the summer. With this basic
minimum almost every combination is attractive. I can remember howdaring it was considered
when Dior first combinedbrown and black in the same ensemble, but now thisharmony is
considered a classic, as is navy blue withblack.Of course, it would be ideal to have each set
ofaccessories in two different versions: one for sport andthe other dressy. And in this regard I
cannot restrainmyself from expressing the dismay I feel when I seea woman carry an alligator
handbag with a dressyensemble merely because she has paid an enormoussum of money for it.
Alligator is strictly for sportsor travel, shoes as well as bags, and this respectedreptile should be
permitted to retire every eveningat 5 P.M.Bright-coloured shoes are only smart when wornin the
evening under electric lights with a long orshort evening dress. As for white shoes, they
shouldpreferably never be seen on a city street (except, ofcourse, for tropical cities), and in any
case only inthe summer-time when worn with a white dress.With pastel shades, a beige
handbag and shoes aremuch smarter than white.Personally speaking, aside from a plain or
beadedwhite satin evening purse, I dislike the white handbags that some women cannot resist



carrying as soon asthere is a ray of sunshine. They are fine for the beachand summer resorts,
but are somehow provincial-lookingon a city street, even in the middle of August.One of the best-
dressed women in Paris, MadameBricard, who was the inspiration for many of ChristianDior's
outstanding creations, never carried a bagat all. Instead, she had a series of pockets
concealedin the lining of her coats. But there's no need to go tothat extreme!And speaking of the
little objects we carry in ourhandbags ... they can be charming, even more so ifthey match. So
decide upon a colour and a materialand little by little try to acquire a complete set: wallet,change
purse, comb case, key case, eyeglass case, etc.(An ideal theme for those little gifts!) The style
ofyour compact will depend upon the depth of yourwallet. But whether it is an ordinary one or a
preciousantique gold box, try to have a matching lipstickcase and, needless to add, a clean
handkerchief everymorning. Personally I prefer white ones, of very finelinen, embroidered with
my initials.In short, it is necessary to give a good deal ofthought to accessories and never buy
anything on animpulse that does not fit into your well-established program. The saying, 'I cannot
afford to buy cheaply,'was never so true. Although I am far from rich, I havebought my handbags
for years from Hermès, GermaineGuerin, and Roberta. And without exception,I have ended up
by giving away all the cheap littlenovelty bags that I found irresistible at first. The sameis true of
shoes and gloves.I realize that all of this may seem rather austere,and even very expensive. But
these efforts are one ofthe keys, one of the Open Sesames that unlock thedoor to elegance.
(See Handbags, Shoes)Continues...Excerpted from A Guide to Eleganceby Dariaux, Geneviere
Antonine Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be
reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided
by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this web site.
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Patricia, “A ...C L A S S I C...O F...T H E...O L D...S C H O O L..... I found an original edition of
this book in the library years ago and fell in love with it. Many years later, I spotted a copy of the
same original, 1964 edition at a book-sale, andbought it forthwith! Sadly, though -- influenced as
I was by "politically correct" ideas --I felt guilty about liking this book......and THREW IT OUT!
(This was before I got a computer and found out about Amazon.com, obviously....)Well, I began
thinking about it, somehow, just last week....andthat was when I looked it up on Amazon. I was
amazed (!), andtotally delighted to find that the book was still in print! AndI bought a copy! I just
received my copy today, in fact -- and was both delighted and disappointed.The new edition is a
great deal smaller than the older one -- this one looks almost like a guide-book. No-where on
the cover is a picture of Mme. Dariaux--but it is mentioned that she "now lives in the south of
France." (Hooray -- she's still alive!)The paper of this second edition is, at least, much better
than the paper in the first edition.It seems that this second edition has been edited. Another
reviewer mentions that subtle references are made to PrincessDiana. I myself an
omission...which has probably been"politically correctly" taken out. But I remember it, even
though the last time I looked at the original edition was overten years ago. The ommission was
under either "Age" or"Models": The story is told of a model who kept her age a secret. Until
several of the models of her fashion-house, travelling together, had to show their pass-ports to
the officials. The poor girl, (or woman, actually), then could not prevent it being known that she
was, (gasp!!) 33 years old!The tale is then told that she committed suicide soon after!!!!!Mme.
Dariaux either rightfully was aghast at this act....orsaid that, thank goodness, people no longer
acted that way. Thisis a horrifying example of what ageism can do....and shouldhave been left in,
both to show how much we have advanced, andso people could site this terrible loss in theses!I
looked up the original edition on a rare-book site on theinternet. Three copies were available
there: ranging in pricefrom $175 to over $500!Trying to find a less expensive first edition, (which I
haven't, as yet), I found that the republication of "Elegance" by Ms. Dariaux, is due to the fact
that a novel, also called"Elegance", has been written by another, younger authoress,which tells
the story of an American woman who finds a copy ofthe original book and tries to pattern her
own life on it. Hmmm... A fascinating premise, and a very tempting book to buy!However, I had
wished that the reason that Mme. Darieux's book had been reprinted was that the world was,
indeed, returning toelegance....so slowly that I wasn't aware of it. Well, maybe the republication
of Ms. Dariaux' "Elegance" will start this"counter-revolution", anyway! I, for one, hopes so.
Having"fashion" now full of torn jeans truly upsets me. If one saysthat torn jeans as a fashion is
a social equalizer, one is vastlty mistaken: some of these "fashionably" torn jeans can'cost $200
or more! Spending that amount of money -- or far less -- on a pretty dress or suit makes much
more sense to me!Although Mme. Dariaux's advice may seem arbitrary to some, and infuriating
to others, there is still much to be learnt here, even in the newer edition. At the very least, all this
fashion advice -- listed alphabetically, from "Accessories", "Adaptability", "Age" (with No mention



of the aforesaid model story), and "Bargains" to "XMas", "Yachting", "Zippers", and "Zoology",
(the care of pets, and the wearing of animal prints) -- and all that is inbewtween -- gives much
food for thought. (Does this make "Elegance" the thinking person's fashion guide?)The most
important part of this book, I think, are the very last words in the very last part of it: the
Acknowledgements.The very last person to be acknowledged is a certain "Madame G.
L." (name given in the book). It is stated: "...whose elegance of heart matches her elegance of
appearance."Perhaps, at every age, in every era, and at every income level, it is the combination
of the two that true elegance is really all about.”

Laura E. Hallaman, “A Guide to Elegance -- Still relevant. While some of the ideas presented in
this book are out of date, many of the tips and ideas presented remain relevant to the modern
woman today. Rather than being a guide to 'fashion' this is a guide to *Elegance*. Building a
wardrobe of quality elements that will last and adapt as fashion trends change is what the book
is all about. For example:*The author writes about dressing for one's body type, silhouettes that
may work for women of different shapes and sizes as well as items that may be difficult for some
women to pull off.*She talks about fabrics and materials for dresses, suits, and shoes- such as
alligator or suede for items worn during the daytime, and patent leather working for round-the-
clock dressy wear, or different fabrics to look for even though they may be more expensive,
because they wear well.*She advises picking a winter coat in a bright color that flatters your skin
coloring and coordinates with your other clothes, because in the gloomy winter, a bright coat
creates a cheery and charming impression.*She discusses jewelry, and what kind of jewelry
works best with clothing for daytime activities versus how to accessorize an outfit for going out to
dinner, a cocktail dress, or an evening gown.Reading through the other reviews, some critics
have described the book as stuffy, rigid, and out of date. While there are some sections, such
as the ones about hats, veils, or gloves, no longer apply to most women today, much of the
information presented IS still applicable to women who want to look elegant and put together for
all the occasions of life, yet remain unsure of how to pull together the look they are trying to
achieve. Furthermore, in many of the sections, it is clear that the author is writing about what
she thinks works well together versus what may not look as sharp, rather than presenting some
unbreakable rule that she believes will apply to every person, everywhere, in every situation until
the end of time. In many of the sections she talks about clothing for the morning, afternoon,
dinnertime, and evening. Once again, I do not think she is saying you can't wear certain clothes
at certain times of the day, or that you should change clothes every three hours. Rather, the
information is presented this way to help people who are trying to dress for a morning wedding,
or lunch with friends, or a dinner date, or a cocktail party-- not the average woman going grocery
shopping or working through the morning, afternoon, and part of the evening. The information
can also be applied to those who are going to work and then an event right after--what
accessories/shoes/jewelry can you change to take the same dress or suit from a work-
appropriate outfit to an ensemble to wear out for drinks with your friends? Rather than being



stuffy or out of date, many of her tips and ideas remain applicable to women today. For me, this
book was a very useful tool in thinking about new ways to pair the clothes and accessories I
already have, and prioritizing what clothing, jewelry, and accessories I still want to purchase.
This book would be a great gift for a recent college grad trying to decide what kind of suit, shoes,
or bag would be the best investment for the money, or a great asset to any woman who wants to
streamline and refine the items in her closet and on her shopping list.”

Nataly, “I love it!. I love this book. The information is very useful and it is a real guide to elegance!
It covers most of the topics for everything and every occasion (beach, cocktail party, day, night
outfits etc..). The base for every elegant women and girls.The only negative is a paper quality -
but its not a big deal. Recommend it!”

jb007, “informative. Bought this for my wife and after only reading twenty or so pages she had
made a list of items she needs to buy and has already ordered two of them from amazon.
Written many years ago but looking classy needn't cost a fortune if you follow the tips in this
book”

Funnybunny, “Excellent Elegance. Ok some of it is out of date, but the basic information is
sound. I found it motivating as it didn't make me feel a failure & the authoress recognises her
own imperfections. It was funny and quirky at times. I have recommended it to friends as this is
one book I will not be lending out.”

mary s., “Dress better. Some dated information, but there are many timeless and basic truths on
being well-dressed, well-groomed and elegant. 'First, know theyself' is a very apt quotation. If
you are serious about your appearance this is a book worth purchasing.”

The book by Lopez Lomong has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 379 people have provided feedback.
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